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The royal 
pattern

L   ondon, 1851 – Great Britain was preparing for the 
first World Exhibition.
Meanwhile in Herend a new, delightful pattern 
inspired by Chinese porcelain was created. 

The owner of the Herend Porcelain Manufactory at the time, 
Mór Fischer (1800-1880), included it among the items to be 
sent to the grandiose event opening on 1 May, where his 
products were displayed in the halls reserved for the Austrian 
imperial court.

The patron of the international exhibition was Prince Albert 
of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, Queen Victoria’s husband, life-long 
love and first cousin. The queen’s husband and chief adviser 
was always interested in the arts and sciences, thus it was no 
surprise that he was the prime initiator of the Great Exhibition.

After the opening Queen Victoria visited the world’s big fair 
several times and on one occasion the Herend porcelain 
decorated with stylised butterflies and blossoming branches 
was so much to her liking that she ordered a complete set. 
To commemorate the order Mór Fischer named the design 
as the Victoria pattern and since then it has become well-
known all over the world. The design has been preserving 
the name of Great Britain’s and Ireland’s Queen for 160 years!

The Victoria pattern faithfully illustrates the brilliancy of 
colours and decorative effect which has characterised the 
Herend Porcelain Manufactory’s style of painting from the 
beginning. The Victoria porcelain, which has been fashionable 
and popular for 160 years, is today identified with Herend. 
The secret of its first success was inherent in its inimitable 
grace and elegance, so that as the decades passed, while 
changing in many ways and with different colours, it would 
repeatedly attract customers..

A small town in the western part of Hungary has been the 
location of an enormous treasure since 1826 – the porcelain 
Manufactory which today is the most distinguished in the world. 
Lucky timing is undoubtedly one of the secrets of the nearly 
200-year-old Manufactory. Herend entered European porcelain 
production at a stage when the “white gold” was manufactured 
for the aristocracy in order to have replacements for their Far 
Eastern or west European porcelain, and in a short while the 
independent Herend patterns were also created. 

The Manufactory with its great past has always insisted on its 
traditions and preserved the handicraft character of its activity. 
These days Herend porcelain as a luxury trademark of the 
highest status spectacularly rises over its closest competitors. 
Herend porcelain – naturally including the Victoria pattern – 
represents everlasting value. 
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2011
EMAIL VICTORIA

The decoration is renewed by 
leaving the characteristically 
opulent basic pattern unchan-
ged, while using different cold 

and warm colour pairs in the design or 
placing tiny details in focus. The always 
cheerful and colourful Victoria pattern 
utilises the colour scheme of traditional 
Chinese painting. By 2011 the motifs 
remain unchanged – only the colours, the 
arrangement of the  bouquets and their 
size have altered.

salad bowl 186-0-00 Email Victoria fleur (EVICTF1)

bread basket 7357-0-00 Email Victoria papillon (EVICTP1)

soup tureen with branch handles, butterfly decoration 00025-0-17 Email Victoria fleur (EVICTF1)

dinner plate 524-0-00 Email Victoria fleur (EVICTF1)

tray 422-0-00 Email Victoria fleur (EVICTF1)
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2011
EMAIL VICTORIA

In Chinese tradition butterflies 
represent immortality, since Taoism 
regards wings as the expression 
of eternity. The adorned wings and 

beauty of the magnificent butterflies 
symbolize grace, whereas their flittering 
represents the development of the soul. 
Both are perfectly complemented by 
the other decorative components on the 
Victoria pattern porcelain.

tea pot with butterfly finial 606-0-17 
Email Victoria fleur (EVICTF2)

dinner plate 524-0-00 Email Victoria (EVICT2)

tea cup with saucer 701-0-00 Email Victoria (EVICT2)

jam dish 370-0-17 Email Victoria papillon (EVICTP2) and underplate 212-0-00 Email Victoria fleur (EVICTF2)

butter dish 393-0-17 Email Victoria fleur (EVICTF2)
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EMAIL VICTORIA
2011 2009 1851

VICTORIA AVEC BORD EN ORPIVOINE ROSE

tea pot with curling leaf finial 20604-0-06 
Pivoine rose, lilas (PIRO2L)

The Victoria pattern has been 
continuously present, changed 
and developed together with 
the Manufactory. This version is 

based on a fine balance of colours and 
the peony motif in flesh red or mauve.  
A flower with loose and modulated painting, 
depicted like an arch, is embraced by 
pointed leaves and branches. The revised 
pattern designed by Pálma Babos in 
2009 loosens the original composition of 
a compact bouquet, while highlighting the 
colour pairs and the contrasting elements.

decorative stand 7557-0-00 Victoria avec bord en or (VBO)

dragon dish 7760-0-00 Victoria avec bord en or (VBO)

Empire-style vase 6431-0-00 Victoria avec bord en or (VBO)

The plethora of red, blue, yellow, 
purple and green butterflies, 
flowers and branches consti-
tuting a cheerful assembly is 

embraced by a gold border imitating 
green meadows. This is the pattern that 
elevated Herend among the world’s best 
porcelain factories in 1851.



The London World Exhibition
ueen Victoria is a glorified 
figure in British history. 
During her long reign 
Britain became a world 
empire, the master of the 
seas, and her country 
rose to the highest grade 

of constitutional life. The British Empire 
extended to India and a large part of 
Africa and the Queen of Great Britain and 
Ireland, Victoria, became Empress of India.

The main spectacle of the 1851 World 
Exhibition in London and one of the 
period’s most significant constructions 
was the Crystal Palace, a magnificent 
glass building with steel structure. It was 
regarded as an outstanding technical 
achievement and was admired by many  
in Hyde Park. Curiously, the Crystal Palace, 
built in only six months, was designed by 
Sir Joseph Paxton who was neither an 
architect nor an engineer, but the chief 
gardener at the court of a prince.
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2010
VICTORIA GRIS AVEC BORD PLATINE

This is a version of the Victoria 
pattern transformed with 
current, fashionable colours – 
greenish grey and light crimson. 

The representation of stylised peonies, 
tulip trees and cherry blossom derives 
from Chinese prototypes and uses their 
world of symbols. Beauty and wealth are 
combined with the symbols of transience. 
The platinum bordering aligns itself to the 
grey and crimson hues. This version of the 
design was created in 2010.

tea cup with saucer 701-0-00 Victoria 
gris avec bord platine (VBOG-X1-PT)

sugar bowl with rose finial 472-0-09  
Victoria gris avec bord platine (VBOG-X1-PT)

fruit stand 311-0-00 Victoria gris avec bord platine (VBOG-X1-PT)

bread basket 380-0-00 Victoria gris avec bord platine (VBOG-X1-PT)

soup bowl 718-2-00 Victoria gris avec bord platine (VBOG-X1-PT), dinner plate 524-0-00 and 
place plate 20158-0-00 CP63-PT
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VICTORIA
1870

Flowers symbolizing femininity are 
ever-occurring motifs in porcelain 
painting. A most beautiful motif 
is the peony, indigenous to Asia, 

the southern part of Europe and the west 
coast of North America. It is a frequent 
flower radiating dignity in decorative arts. 
While in China together with plum flower 
it is one of the country’s most important 
national emblems symbolizing well-being, 
plenty, honour and dignity, in Christian 
culture the peony, the rosa mystica, a rose 
without thorns, incarnates innocence.

vase with butterfly finial 
7135-0-17 SP395

tea caddies on tray 6370-0-21 VICTORIA

hot chocolate cup 712-1-00 and 
saucer 712-1-00 VICTORIA

tea caddies 6370-0-21 VICTORIA

hot chocolate pot 624-0-17 VICTORIA
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PETITE VICTORIA
2006

The edge of the porcelain 
is decorated simply by a 
downward-leaning cut motif 
with gold appearing only at the 

edge. This pattern was introduced in the 
Herend selection in 2006.

dessert plate 20517-0-00 Petite Victoria (PV)

coffee cup with saucer 20706-0-00 and dessert plate 20517-0-00 Petite Victoria (PV)

cereal bowl 2365-000 Victoria courte (VC), soup plate 20504-0-00, dinner plate 20527-0-00 
Petite Victoria (PV) and place plate 20156-0-00 E-508
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Year 
of Victoria

The butterfly and peony 
pattern reflecting Chinese 
influence and celebrating its 
160th anniversary in 2011 was 

named after Queen Victoria, monarch 
of Great Britain and Ireland. The Herend 
Porcelain Manufactory is marking 
the jubilee year with the creation of 
different, contemporary versions of the 
basic pattern. It is recreating the eternal 
splendour of the Victoria pattern by 
leaving the basic design unchanged, 
while using different cold and warm 
colour pairs or highlighting tiny details on 
the Manufactory’s new products. 

Apart from Queen Victoria other members 
of the British royal family have also been 
attracted to Herend porcelain. Queen 
Elisabeth II has bought Herend porcelain 
for her family on several occasions and 
Princess Diana was known to have 
admired and collected Herend products. 
The latter is confirmed by the fact that 
in 1989 in London she was pleased to 
be the patron of an exhibition and grand 
reception held by the Herend Manufactory 
at Garrard, jeweller’s by royal appointment.

Several new, contemporary designs have 
been created as a reworking of the Victoria 
pattern – all corresponding to the taste of 
our times and dressed in new colours, yet 
still preserving the golden age.

Published on behalf of Herend Porcelain Manufactory Ltd. by STUDIO2000 Ltd.
Herend Porcelain Manufactory Ltd.

Victoria avec bord en or (VBO)

Email Victoria fleur (EVICTF1)

Victoria email, fond noir (VE-FN)

Printemps de Victoria (PDVICT1)

Petite Victoria (PV)

Email Victoria (EVICT2)

Victoria gris avec bord platine (VBOG-X1-PT)Pivoine rose, with Héderváry colour (PIRO1H)

Victoria avec bord en or, lilas (VBOL)
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